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2.4 L/Kwh(115V/60Hz). The

Rare Earth Alloy Tube Evaporator

Rare Earth Alloy Tube Evaporator

MERV-1

MERV-1 Filter

44 lbs



HDi65S

Place the Sentinel HDi65S in the unfinished area of the basement near a drain

.

Sentinel HDi65S, Sentinel 

The Sentinel HDi65S dehumidifier is an effective solution to environmental control problems. This unit is of high capacity which can operate 
at high efficiency to remove moisture from the air through the refrigeration process. The high-efficiency rotary compressor ensures the 
maximum extraction with the lowest running costs. Tight spaces are no problem for the Sentinel HDi65S dehumidifier. Its compact size 
works perfectly in low crawlspaces and small basements without sacrificing power or performance. Designed to fit in a variety of small 
spaces, the Sentinel HDi65S provides multiple installation options with great flexibility.

Sentinel HDi65S has the humidity sensor in bypass air design which makes the short-cycling go away and has quick access to internal 
service. Customers can do it by themselves and service become easy. With excellent airflow, multiple ducting options, and aside sliding 
filter and some amazing engineering. The unit removes the maximum 55 pints of water per day (AHAM) while with current draw 3.6 amps. 
It is one of the smallest and lightest dehumidifier on the market. This unit is equipped with an auto defrosting system that ensures a quick 
and efficient clearing of ice from the coil at the minimum operating temperature of 33.8 °F..

The small compact size makes the unit an ideal choice for installations where space is limited in crawl spaces and basements etc.
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